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Genius Game Changer 
▰ Carefully selected from Premium players 

grade willow 
  
▰ Arguably the best looking willow, Ultimate 

quality and Craftsmanship 
  
▰ Proto Type of Brand ambassador bat 
  
▰ High quality 3D embossed stickers and 

Laser engraved 
  
▰ New premium padded bat cover 

 



Genius Chase master 
▰ Made from World's finest top 

grade English Willow 
  
▰ Proto Type of Brand Ambassador Bat 
 
▰ Custom-made to ensure optimum 

performance 
 
▰ Comes with a specially designed bat cover 

 



Genius grand edition 1.0 
▰ Prototype of the MRF Brand ambassador’s bat 
 
▰ Carefully selected from premium quality 

English Willow 
 
▰ Optimum balance with thick edges & Shoulder 
 
▰ Available in size SH/harrow/6/5 
 

 



Genius grand edition 2.0 
▰ Made from premium quality English willow 
 
▰ Thick edges, curved blade and higher sweet 
           spot for destructive hitting 
 
▰ Handle made from premium, imported 
 
▰ Sarawak cane to deliver superior power and 
           control 

 



Genius grand edition 3.0 
▰ Exclusively crafted from Limited Edition 
        Willow 
 
▰ English willow with extra bulge for that 

extra punch 
 
▰ Thick edges. Thick shoulder. Thick toe. 
 
▰ Balanced pickup for wide range of shots. 



VK 18 LEGEND 1.0 
▰ Made from Quality English willow. 
 
▰ Extra scooping done at the back of the 

bat for 
 
▰ optimum balance & weight. 
 
▰ Designed for playing wide range of 

shots. 



VK 18 LEGEND 2.0 
▰ Middle range bat with traditional design 
 
▰ Carefully crafted for optimum balance 

and punch 
 
▰ Best buy for all cricketers seeking value 

for money. 



VK 18 LEGEND 3.0 
▰ Lower range bat economically priced 
 
▰ Comes with a Fiber face for extra 

protection 
 
▰ Thick edges. Thick shoulder. Thick toe. 



VK 18 LEGEND 4.0 
▰ Lower Grade English Willow Bat hard 

pressed  
 

▰ Traditionally shaped and light weight 
 

▰ Comes with elegant Grains tape 
 

▰ Economically priced 



Wizard gold Edition 
 

▰ Made from top of the line English willow  
 
▰ Thick edges, curved blade and higher 

sweet spot for destructive hitting  
 
▰ Made from premium quality English 

willow  



Wizard Power Edition 
▰ Made from top quality English willow 
 
▰ Fuller profile with thick edges for 
        destructive hitting. 
 
▰ New design graphic stickers 



Wizard Classic Edition 
▰ Made from top quality natural English 
         willow. 
 
▰ Traditionally shaped and styled for 
         maximum stability. 
 
▰ New design graphic stickers. 



KASHMIR WILLOW CHAMP 
▰ Available in sizes 6, 5 & 4 
 
▰ Light weight with optimum balance 
 
▰ deal bat for beginner's 



B/G Chase Master 
▰ Palm made from premium quality leather 

made by pittards  
 

▰ Imported PU finger rolls and lightweight 
HD foam finger rolls 
 

▰ Split thumb and three piece side bar 
protection in bottom hand 



B/G GRAND 1.0 
▰ Palm made from premium quality leather 

made by pittards 
 

▰ Pre bent fibre in two front fingers. 
 

▰ Fibre inserts on top of every finger for 
extra protection 



B/G Grand 2.0 
▰ Palm made from high quality Sheep 

leather 
 
▰ Premium PVC finger rolls 
 
▰ Split thumb and 3 piece side bar 

protection in bottom hand 



B/G Grand 3.0 
▰ Palm made from quality Sheep leather 
 
▰ Premium PVC fingers rolls. 
 
▰ Unique design printing on top of fingers. 



B/G LEGEND 1.0 
▰ Palm made from premium quality leather 
 
▰ Pvc and cotton filled fingers 
 
▰ Available sizes MEN/Youth/ Boys 



B/G LEGEND 2.0 
▰ Palm made from premium quality leather 

 
▰ Pvc and cotton filled fingers 

 
▰ Available sizes MEN/Youth/ Boys 



B/G LEGEND 3.0 
▰ Palm made from premium quality leather 
 
▰ Pvc and cotton filled fingers 
 
▰ Available sizes MEN/Youth/ Boys 



B/G LEGEND 4.0 
▰ Palm made from premium quality leather 
  
▰ Cotton Filled fingers 

 
▰ Ideal Gloves for beginners 



B/L Chase Master 
▰ 7 cane construction with unique hinged 
          side wing for ease of movement. 
 
▰ Top quality korean PU front. 

 
▰ Unique padded knee socket protective 
         insert of hard fibre 
 
▰ Triple verticle internal bolsters gives 

great 
          protection and flexibility. 
 
▰ Available in men/youth/boy sizes. 



B/L GRAND 1.0 

▰ PVC Front. 
 
▰ Cotton filling in leg bars 
 
▰ Single Vertical bolster filled with light 
         weight Litlon. 
 
▰ Middle Broad straps for strong fit 



B/L GRAND 2.0 

▰ PVC Front. 
 
▰ Cotton filling in leg bars 
 
▰ Single Vertical bolster filled with light 
         weight Litlon. 
 
▰ Middle Broad straps for strong fit 



B/L GRAND 3.0 

▰ PVC Front. 
 
▰ Cotton filling in leg bars 
 
▰ Single Vertical bolster filled with light 
         weight Litlon. 
 
▰ Middle Broad straps for strong fit 



B/L LEGEND 1.0 

▰ Blazingly high performance, contemporary 
         styling 
 
▰ High quality Korean 

 
▰ PU face, highly resistant double layered 
         plastazote foam face and Sidewing 



B/L LEGEND 2.0 

▰ Made from high quality PVC facing. 
 

▰ Traditionally shaped cotton filled knee 
rolls. 
 

▰  Low-density foam sheet reinforcement 
          vertical bolster. 
 
▰ Available in sizes Men/Youth/Boy. 



B/L LEGEND 3.0 

▰ Made from high quality PVC facing. 
 

▰ Traditionally shaped cotton filled knee 
rolls. 
 

▰  Low-density foam sheet reinforcement 
          vertical bolster. 
 
▰ Available in sizes Men/Youth/Boy. 



THIGH GUARD- GENIUS DUAL 

▰ Combination of Thigh pad and Inner thigh 
pad 
 

▰ Made from premium quality ultra high 
density foam, pre-shaped in PU casing 
 

▰ Soft absorbent fabricated back 
 

▰ Available for both right and left-handed 
batsmen 



THIGH GUARD- GENIUS LE 

▰ Pre- shaped in PU foam 
 

▰ High density Eva sheet with fibre on top 
for maximum protection. 
 

▰ Available  for both RH and LH batsman 



Indoor balls 
▰ Selected Alumtaned hide 

 
▰  Injected PU core 

 
▰ Weight-115-120gms 

 
▰  Retain shape through out the game 

 
▰ Durable PU Leather 

 
▰ Available colour- Yellow 



Abdomen Guard - Genius 

▰ Made from hardened plastic and shaped 
for maximum protection 
 

▰ Size: Mens, Youth 



KIT BAG- GENIUS CHASE MASTER 
 

▰ DIMENSION:- 36” X 14.5” X 16” 
▰ Padded bat pockets for easy storage 
▰ Separate compartments for shoes, 

clothing, accessories & protective gear 
▰ Heavy duty Tractor wheels for easy 

movement and big stand 
▰ Adjustable padded shoulder strap for total 

comfort. 
▰ White PU Carbonium for better looks 



GAME CHANGER  KIT BAG 
 
 ▰ DIMENSION:- 36” X 13.5” X 13.5” 
▰ Mesh Padded Bat pockets with zipper 

numbering lock 
▰ Separate Helmet compartment with Zipper 

Pocket 
▰ White PU Carbonium for smart looks 
▰ Separate compartment for Shoes 
▰ Two extra deep pockets for leg guards with 1 

USB port 



KITBAG GRAND 1.0 
 
▰ DIMENSION :- 36”X13.5”X13” 
▰ Made up of 2100 Denier Fabric and 1600 

Denier Eva Material 
▰ Separate  3 Bat Sleeves compartment  with 

Zipper 
▰ Separate Helmet compartment with Zipper 

Pocket 
▰ White PU Carbonium for smart looks 
▰ Separate compartment for Shoes 
▰ Two extra deep pockets for leg guards  



KITBAG GRAND 2.0 
 

▰ DIMENSION :-L38”xW14”xH16” 
▰ Made up of 2100 Denier Fabric 
▰ Heavy duty 2 tractor wheels for easy movement 
▰ 3 big pockets in the front for storage 
▰ Cool Zone/Chiller pocket in the front for temperature 

control 
▰ 2 Integrated padded pockets inside, below top panel 
▰ Moulded rubber handle for easy movement 
▰ All walls are padded with high density Foam 



KITBAG GRAND 3.0 
 

▰ DIMENSION:- 36” x 13.5” x 13” 
▰ Made up of 2100 denier fabric 
▰  Separate compartment for shoes and integrated 

compartment for bat storage at behind 
▰ 2 extra deep pockets for leg guards on the sides 
▰  Adjustable padded shoulder strap for total 

comfort. 
▰ Centre front pocket for better storage 



KITBAG LEGEND 1.0 
 

▰ Made from premium PU coated material. 
 

▰ Heavy duty wheels for easy portability. 
 

▰ One additional outside pocket. 



KITBAG LEGEND 2.0 
 

▰ Made from premium PU coated material. 
 

▰ Adjustable straps for easy carry. 
 

▰ Extra additional outside pocket. 



KITBAG LEGEND 3.0 
 

▰ Made from premium PU coated material. 
 

▰ Adjustable straps for easy carry. 
 

▰ Extra additional outside pocket. 



KITBAG LEGEND 4.0 
 
▰ DIMENSION:-30” x 12”x 12” 
▰ Made up of combination of 1000 Denier PU and 

600 denier 
▰ Separate external compartment for bat and 

shoes 
▰ Base with heavy duty fiber sheet  
▰  Anti Scuff, tough, abrasion resistant bottom 

panel 
▰  Ideal for budding Young cricketer’s 

 



BACKPACK 
 

▰ Premium quality fabrics for elevated 
        comfort and durability. 
 
▰ Soft lined laptop sleeve. 

 
▰ Large, zippered front pocket. 

 
▰ Adjustable shoulder straps. 




